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This author intends to briefly review the MIP literature. After which 
this author will briefly review the use of management models in con
ventional management. Then, this author will explore how manage
ment models taken from conventional management needs to be modi
fied to incorporate a spiritual dimension. Lastly, this author will focus 
on models that are unique to Muslim managers. 

Management from an Islamic Perspective 

. 
In the early 1980s, Dr. Ismail al Faruqi proposed a programme 

which he called the 'Islamization of Knowledge' (IOK) (Safi,1996). 
IOK proponents argue that social science is essentially the product of 
Western culture and that its foundation is secular in nature. IOK schol
ars argue that Muslims scholars need to re-write textbooks to reflect 
the Islamic belief system and practices. This IOK agenda has spread 
to management so that today, an increasing number of Muslim man
agement scholars believe that management should be viewed from an 
Islamic perspective (henceforth abbreviated as MIP). Many Muslim 
scholars of management can identify with the following quotation 

"iifanagement science as developed in the West is based 

on their culture and their environment, which addresses itself to 

the organisational and managerial problems faced by them. Like 

all other sciences, we are blindly teaching the concepts and tech

niques of management developed in the West, using their text

books and literature, without making any attempt even to adapt 

them to our own condition." (Kausar Niazi, 1996, p.4) 
This author proposes to classify the MIP literature into three 

separate but inter-related streams. The first stream ( obviously influ
e�ced by the IOK agenda) focuses on Western management para
digms and MIP paradigms. The second stream encompasses a series 
of articles and books that propose that an Islamic perspective on man
agement would allow managers to establish a management system 
based on justice. The third stream assumes that existing theories of 
management are incomplete and that an Islamic perspective improves 
existing theories of management. This author proposes to take a brief 
look at these three streams. 

The first stream of MIP literature is an offshoot of the IOK 
project that was launched by Dr. Ismail al Faruqi. Dr. Ismail al Faruqi 
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published a monograph in 1982 in which he identified two root causes 
that affected the Muslim world, namely the secular-religious duality of 
the education system and the lack of a clear vision to guide and direct 
Muslim action (Safi, 1996, p.6). Needless to say, not all Muslim schol
ars agree with IOK argument and not all scholars who agree with 
IOK in principle necessarily agree with Dr. Ismail al Faruqi. Nonethe
less, proponents of IOK generally argue that both modem Western 
methods and classical Muslim methods are inadequate for solving the 
problems of Muslims today (Safi, 1996). Indeed, the main criticism of 
classical Muslims science is its over-reliance on "linguistic and le

galistic patterns of thinking ..... (and the) jurist who is trained to 

handle legal/moral problems continues to be perceived as an all

round, universal intellectual, capable of resolving all problems 

of modern society" (Safi, I 996, p.13). Haneef (2005) did a critical 
survey of the IOK literature, listing and comparing the major works 
published in the IOK arena since 1982. In particular, he provides an 
excellent comparison of the IOK frameworks proposed by Ismail al 
Faruqi, the UT revised version oflsmail al Faruqi's initial ideas, the 
framework proposed by Louay Safi, Taha Jahir al Alwani, Ibrahim A. 
Ragah and S .M. N aqib al Attas (Haneef, 2005). In practice, the points 
raised by IOK scholars indicate that MIP scholars have always shown 
a particular interest in the paradigms underlying conventional man
agement and proposed an alternative Islamic paradigm. Table 1 is an 
example of such an analysis. 
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